
 
Show: Cinderella’s Glass Slipper 

Director: Joshua Gerstenlauer 

Date Created: 10/05/19 

Schedule Updates: 
 
6:00-8:00PM ALL Called Tuesday 10/8: 
ALL CALLED to review Act II blocking and 
dancing from last week, together. First we will 
walk-through blocking, while the song and 
reprise of “Ladies of Fashion” will be worked 
first half. Second half we will run blocking 
with music. 
 
6:00PM-8:00PM Thursday 10/10: 
ALL CALLED to review Act I blocking with 
dancing and music. Line memorization 
exercises introduced. 
 
1:00-4:15PM ALL CALLED Saturday 10/12 
Music and Lines/text work. Possibly new 
choreography. 
 

Notes: 
Continue to look over blocking, movement, 
and stage notes in the parenthesis/italicized 
sentences of student part in script. 
 
With Blocking virtually complete, it IS starting 
to look like a musical! Excellent Work! 
 
Keep up the strong character work! Everyone 
is making good acting choices too. 
 
Listen and sing along (especially your part) to 
the CD that was distributed 9/22 
 
Read through and practice dancing and other 
choreography this week! 
 
PHOTOS were taken at rehearsal Saturday! 
 

Script and/or Blocking Updates: 
 
Most of the show is soft-blocked for 
movement! 
 
Choreography is looking good. Well done 
dancers! 
 
Very happy with natural movement choices! 
 
Set construction is underway,  
 
 

Reminders: 
Notice the modified rehearsal time SAT 
10/12, this will continue for rest of show! 
 
CALLING PARENT VOLUNTEERS! See any 
staff member, or production team member 
about volunteer opportunities!!!! 
 
Bring Scripts, water, snacks, and…..your 
handy-dandy PENCILS! 
 
*If your cast member did not get their 
photo taken (or were not there Saturday) 
we are arranging for the photographer to 
return! There are at least 2 or 3 that were not 
able to be there…  

Other:   
*PLEASE, remind your student(s) that climbing over chairs, jumping off the stage of any kind, 
as well as running---is prohibited. It is dangerous to do so, and a safe stage is a happy stage 

      

(Thank you)        TICKETING PASSWORD: “ Prince ” 

 


